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Abstract
While the structures of nearly every HIV-1 protein are known in atomic detail from X-ray 
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, many questions remain about how the individual proteins 
are arranged in the mature infectious viral particle. Here, we report the three-dimensional 
structures of individual HIV-1 virus-like particles (VLPs) as obtained by electron cryotomography. 
These reconstructions revealed that while the structures and positions of the conical cores within 
each VLP were unique, they exhibited several surprisingly consistent features, including 
similarities in the size and shape of the wide end of the capsid (the “base”), uniform positioning of 
the base and other regions of the capsid 11 nm away from the envelope/MA layer, a cone angle 
that typically varied from 24° to 18° around the long axis of the cone, and an internal density 
(presumably part of the NC/RNA complex) cupped within the base. Multiple and nested capsids 
were observed. These results support the fullerene cone model for the viral capsid, indicate that 
viral maturation involves a free re-organization of the capsid shell rather than a continuous 
condensation, imply that capsid assembly is both concentration-driven and template-driven, 
suggest that specific interactions exist between the capsid and the adjacent envelope/MA and 
NC/RNA layers, and show that a particular capsid shape is favored strongly in-vivo.
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Introduction
While high-resolution structures of many viruses have now been determined by X-ray 
crystallography, such models will not be obtainable for the type 1 human immunodeficiency 
virus (HIV-1) because virions are individually unique. Instead, molecular models for HIV-1 
must for now be obtained by combining high-resolution structural studies of isolated viral 
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components together with lower-resolution reconstructions of intact virions generated by 
electron microscopy (EM). Thus, our understanding of HIV-1 structure has advanced 
stepwise with the development and application of ever more sophisticated EM methods. 
After the virus was first identified in the early 1980s, its gross structure and organization 
were quickly characterized using the traditional EM techniques of thin sectioning and 
immuno-staining or negative staining.1,2 Structural models of the mature virion have 
subsequently been refined using data from cryo-EM,3 STEM,4 and tomography.5,6
We now know that the mature HIV-1 virion has a roughly spherical outer lipid bilayer 120–
200 nm in diameter,3 which is studded with trimeric clusters of the transmembrane Env 
protein.6 Inside the bilayer, there is a series of structural shells that organize the viral RNA 
genome and its associated enzymes for uncoating and replication in a new host cell. These 
different shells are assembled during the process of viral maturation, when the immature 
Gag polyprotein is processed proteolytically to produce the smaller MA, CA, and NC 
proteins (as well as several smaller peptides). The outermost shell of the mature virus (the 
matrix) is associated with the inner face of the bilayer and is composed of ~4000–5000 
copies of the N-myristoylated MA protein. Inside the matrix is an unusual conical particle 
(the core), whose conical outer shell (the capsid) is composed of ~1000–1500 copies of the 
viral CA protein. Within the capsid is a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) particle composed of two 
copies of the positive-sense RNA genome, thousands of copies of the RNA-binding NC 
protein, and ~250 copies each of the reverse transcriptase (RT) and integrase (IN) enzymes.4
High-resolution structural models are now available for essentially all of the HIV-1 proteins 
or their constituent domains, including MA, CA, and NC.7 Moreover, molecular models for 
higher-order interactions within the viral matrix8–10 and capsid11 lattices have been 
proposed on the basis of structural analyses of recombinant MA and CA protein assemblies. 
In the case of the capsid, EM analyses of helical and two-dimensional crystals of HIV-1 CA 
have revealed that the protein assembles preferentially into p6-based lattices composed of 
CA hexamers.11,12 It has been proposed that the conical viral capsid assembles on a similar 
hexagonal CA net following the structural principles of a fullerene cone.13–16 In the 
fullerene cone model, the body of the conical capsid is composed of CA hexamers, and the 
two ends of the cone are allowed to close through the introduction of pentameric defects, 
with five pentons at the narrow end and seven pentons at the wide end. The fullerene cone 
model correctly predicts the observed quantization of the cone angles of synthetic capsid 
assemblies,15 and is supported strongly by a series of cryo-EM measurements made on 
authentic viral cores.3 However, all of these cone angle measurements were made with 
simple projection images, and this precluded a direct comparison of actual capsid cone 
angles to the quantized values predicted by the fullerene cone model, because the authentic 
capsids could adopt variable orientations with respect to the electron beam,3 and because the 
synthetic capsids were flattened and possibly distorted in other ways when dried onto carbon 
films.15
The recent development of electron cryotomography provides a new and more powerful way 
to investigate HIV-1 structure. This method offers the advantages inherent in cryo-EM, in 
which a sample in solution is spread into a thin film across an EM grid and plunged into 
liquid ethane.17 This procedure preserves the sample in a near-native, “frozen-hydrated” 
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state, and allows the actual structure of the biological macromolecules to be imaged through 
their inherent contrast against an aqueous background. In tomography, a series of images is 
recorded of a specimen while it is tilted incrementally about some axis. Three-dimensional 
reconstructions of the specimen (tomograms) are then calculated by merging the images by 
back-projection in real space, or by Fourier interpolation in reciprocal space. While the 
potential advantages of electron cryotomography have been discussed for decades, only in 
the past few years has it become practically feasible and effective through the advent of 
high-quality CCD cameras, motorized and computer-controlled stages, programmable EMs, 
and development of automatic protocols to control specimen tracking, focusing, and 
exposures.18–20
Two tomographic analyses of HIV particles have been reported, yielding information on the 
structure of the virion,5 and on the shape and distribution of envelope glycoproteins on the 
virion surface.6 Both of these studies, however, utilized negative staining procedures that 
limited the accurate visualization of internal core structures. Here, we report the first 
application of electron cryotomography to determine the three-dimensional structure of 
several tens of individual, unfixed, unstained, whole HIV-1 virus-like particles (VLPs).
Results
Non-infectious HIV-1 VLPs were produced from a proviral expression construct with 
debilitating mutations in the RT and RNase H enzymes and a frameshift mutation that 
prevented Env protein expression. VLPs were produced in cultured human 293T cells, 
recovered from the supernatant, and purified by sucrose-density centrifugation. As expected, 
the HIV-1 CA, MA, and NC proteins were the major protein components in the sample as 
analyzed by SDS-PAGE (data not shown).
HIV-1 VLPs were plunge-frozen onto EM grids and imaged in a 300 kV FEG TEM. A 
variety of particles was seen, including many VLPs with mature cores, a few immature 
VLPs with spherical Gag shells, and some “empty” vesicles without any visible core-like 
internal density (Figure 1, top). Energy filtered, dual-axis tilt series were recorded of ten 
fields of VLPs at high defocus with the new “flip-flop” cryo-rotation stage, and three-
dimensional reconstructions were calculated using the IMOD tomography package (Figure 
1, middle).21 Inclusion of the second orthogonal tilt series improved the point-spread-
function, as could be seen by the circular shape of the defocus fringe surrounding the gold 
fiducials in tomogram slices. A total of 76 mature VLPs were selected from the tomograms 
and denoised with non-linear anisotropic diffusion (examples in Figure 1, bottom).22 Despite 
dual-axis data collection, there is still a “missing pyramid” of data in reciprocal space, which 
causes a loss of resolution in the direction parallel with the electron beam. Thus, the shapes 
of the VLP capsids were best resolved when they were oriented with their long axes 
“vertically” in the thin “horizontal” layer of ice. These approximately one-third (26) clearest 
capsids and their corresponding envelopes were segmented in three dimensions using a 
semi-automatic procedure guided by manually identified landmarks. While the majority of 
the surface of each capsid was clearly recognizable, especially across the long, straight 
edges, there were also some gaps arising, presumably from noise, which in some 
unfavorable cases can actually be emphasized by the denoising algorithm. The structures of 
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the capsid “tips” (narrow ends of the cones) were most difficult to detect, perhaps because 
their surfaces lay perpendicular to the electron beam (and are therefore smeared by the 
missing pyramid of data), but perhaps also because they are small and change abruptly. 
Following segmentation, the three principal axes of each segmented capsid were calculated 
so that the VLPs could be roughly aligned and compared.
Figure 2 shows a montage of all 26 segmented VLPs from the three orthogonal viewing 
directions. Of the 26, 16 exhibited the well-known conical capsid morphology. There were 
also several rodshaped capsids as well as another class of pleiomorphic shapes that, while 
non-uniform, nevertheless presented corners, edges, and angles similar to those seen in the 
conical capsids. In addition, two VLPs contained multiple capsids: 3g contained one conical 
and one rod-shaped capsid, and 1g actually had a total of five capsids. Surprisingly, two 
VLPs (10a and 1g) presented internal layers of density that appeared to be nested capsids, an 
organization that, to our knowledge, has not been reported previously (Figure 3). VLP 
envelopes were typically spheroidal with a mean largest diameter (the largest distance 
between any two points on the three-dimensional surface) of 143 nm (standard deviation 
10.8 nm), but exhibited significant variability and in many cases (VLPs 1k; 6b, 1n, 2f, 3j, 
and 7g) followed the contours of the capsid a consistent distance of 11 nm away (peak-to-
peak distance from middle of lipid envelope/MA layer to middle of CA layer) for a 
significant portion of their surfaces.
Knowledge of the three-dimensional shapes of the envelope/matrix and capsid layers 
allowed us to measure volumes and surface areas accurately. The mean external surface 
areas were 49,000 nm2 and 21,000 nm2 (standard deviations 5200 nm2 and 9000 nm2), 
respectively (Table 1). For this calculation, in those cases where VLPs presented multiple 
capsids (10a, 3g, and 1g), the surface areas of all the capsids were summed. The mean 
volumes of the VLPs and the conical cores were 980,000 nm3 and 190,000 nm3 (standard 
deviations 160,000 nm3 and 26,000 nm3), respectively. These small volumes imply that even 
single-copy proteins are present at appreciable concentrations (~9 μM) within viral cores, 
and that the concentrations of the viral RT and IN enzymes are quite high (~2 mM).
Previous studies have demonstrated that the virion diameter does not change upon 
maturation.3 Thus, to calculate the number of MA subunits in the matrix shell, the packing 
was assumed to be identical with a recent model for the packing of Gag in the immature 
virus: hexagonal, with six monomers per unit cell and center-to-center spacing of 8.0 nm, 
observed 12.5 nm from the outside edge of the lipid bilayer.4 We therefore contracted the 
boundaries of our segmented envelope/matrix layers by 12.5 nm normal to their surfaces at 
every point, and divided the contracted surface area by the presumed area per Gag monomer. 
For CA, we again assumed hexagonal packing, and used the measured center-to-center 
spacing of unit cells at the outside surface of 10.7 nm.11 The resulting averages of 4000 and 
1300 monomers in the matrix and capsid shells agree well with previous estimates.4 This 
indicates that, in general, only about one-third of the available CA protein is involved in an 
organized capsid layer. In the extreme case of the five capsid VLP 1g, however, 71% of the 
total CA protein was incorporated into a capsid layer.
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When aligned and compared in three dimensions, the majority class of capsids are more 
similar than suggested by the projection images found currently in the literature. Because the 
best current model for the organization of the capsid is a hexagonal net of CA protein 
arrayed following the principles of a fullerene cone,15 the cone angle, which in theory 
should adopt only certain quantized values (19.2°, 38.9°, 60°, etc.), is of particular interest. 
We measured the cone angle for all the conical capsids rigorously in three-dimensional 
space by considering the intersection of the capsid surface with planes containing its primary 
principal axis. In other words, we measured the cone angle in sections through the capsid 
ranging 180° from sagittal, past coronal, and back to sagittal. For each section, the tip and 
base of the capsid were ignored, and lines were fit to the long edges by minimizing squared 
errors. These two lines defined a cone angle, which was plotted as a function of rotation 
angle around the long axis of the cone (Figure 4). The plots show a pattern of cone angle 
progression from ~24° to ~18°, which agrees well with the predicted 19°, since in fact any 
real 5,7 fullerene cone with finite unit cells cannot be perfectly symmetric. Although the 
measured angles varied by a few degrees, depending on the precise boundaries used to 
exclude the tip and base of each capsid, the overall shape of each curve is insensitive to these 
parameters (data not shown). Most of the cones do tend to “flare” slightly (cone angle 
increases by a few degrees), however, towards their base. The observation that some capsids 
exhibit cone angles that appear more “flattened,” and reach as much as 30°, is robust to 
perturbations of the procedure. For comparison, the corresponding cone angles from three 
idealized fullerene cone models11,23 are plotted in Figure 4 (black lines). The mean angle 
across all rotations for the 16 actual capsids measured was 20.1°. The mean angle across all 
rotations for the idealized fullerene cone models was exactly the same: 20.1°.
To compare the cores further and look for other conserved structural features, we averaged 
the VLP densities in three ways. First, guessing that important conserved structures within 
mature HIV-1 would be fixed with respect to the capsid, we aligned the VLPs by 
superposing their capsid principal axes as we had done before to measure cone angles, and 
calculated a three-dimensional average. Because the capsids vary in length, however, this 
produced confusing interferences. We next aligned the VLPs with respect to either the base 
or the tip of their capsids. Clear patterns in the resulting VLP averages then emerged (Figure 
5). When bases were aligned, an inherent asymmetry became apparent, in that their most 
distal points appeared to the side of their cone axes (Figure 5(b)). The gross shape of the 
entire base was conserved, as was the 11 nm distance between the base of the capsid (green 
arrow in Figure 5(e)) and the envelope/matrix layer (magenta arrow in Figure 5(e)) 
surrounding it. When tips were aligned, the conserved cone angle and the same conserved 
distance of 11 nm between the tip and the envelope/matrix was again apparent (Figure 5(c) 
and (d)), but no clear density in the very top of the tip (hereafter referred to as the cap) was 
observed (yellow arrow in Figure 5(g) and (h)). This appears to be a hole and may very well 
be in many of the VLPs, although it might alternatively reflect variability in the shape of the 
cap or the smearing due to the missing pyramid of data. To clarify this ambiguity, we looked 
carefully at the non-denoised individual reconstructions in this region and observed that 
indeed there were many capsids without clear cap densities. In addition, the smearing effect 
of the missing pyramid would be expected to obscure the base and the tip regions equally, 
but the base regions and their averages uniformly showed strong density. Thus, we favor the 
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interpretation that the cap region is variable, and in some cases is not even closed 
completely. This would not have been observed easily in projection images, because the lip 
of density surrounding the cap region would have appeared in that location. Finally, when 
the densities inside the capsids in the VLP averages are compared, we observe that more 
density appears within the base than within the tip. This density seems to be concentrated in 
a third concentric layer (yellow arrow in Figure 5(e)) cupped ~10 nm inside the capsid base.
Discussion
The architecture of the layers of HIV-1 and their morphogenesis are intrinsically interesting 
from a structural point of view, and may lead to novel therapeutics that block assembly or 
maturation. Indeed, several small molecules have been reported to block structural 
transitions required for the assembly or maturation of several viruses, including HIV-1.24–26 
Unfortunately, the architecture of HIV-1 has been difficult to study, because each virus is 
unique, and therefore traditional X-ray crystallographic and EM methods are not applicable. 
For unique specimens, the highest-resolution structural technique available today is electron 
tomography. In this study, we have applied state-of-the-art electron cryotomography to 
produce the first three-dimensional structures of whole, native HIV-1 VLPs.
Several lines of evidence indicate that the VLPs we imaged were indeed authentic structural 
homologs of wild-type HIV-1. Firstly, the point mutations introduced into the RT and RNase 
H proteins would not be expected to have any structural consequence at the low resolutions 
seen here. Similarly, the absence of Env protein is unlikely to impact the internal structure, 
since in a recent study Env trimers were not observed to be distributed uniformly or in any 
particular pattern.6 Moreover, our measurements of viral particle size and the general sizes 
and shapes of the viral core are in excellent agreement with recent cryo-EM measurements 
made on authentic, but chemically inactivated HIV-1 particles.3,4
The structures reported here support the fullerene cone model of the organization of the 
capsid. While the usual variety of capsid morphologies was seen ranging from cones to rods 
to other irregular shapes, all the capsids observed here, including those that were 
pleiomorphic, contain similarly shaped edges, vertices, and angles, giving the impression of 
objects built from the same underlying motifs. The majority were cones, and they could be 
aligned surprisingly well in three dimensions. The fullerene cone model predicts that for a 
cone with five pentons in the tip and seven in the base, the cone angle should be ~19° but, of 
course, this would be uniform around the long axis of the cone only if the distribution of 
pentons in the base and the tip were perfectly symmetric, which is physically impossible for 
a 5,7 fullerene cone. We observed a conserved progression of cone angles from ~24° to 
~18°, consistent with the predicted 19° but indicating that the cones are flattened slightly 
and have roughly elliptical cross-sections. All of these measurements agreed very well with 
the corresponding cone angle parameters observed for idealized fullerene cones.
Our data provide strong support for the idea that HIV capsid assembly must involve a de 
novo assembly process rather than a concerted condensation of the immature Gag lattice. 
Specifically, we observed VLPs with multiple capsids, and even what we believe are nested 
capsids, both of which are incompatible with a concerted condensation mechanism. While it 
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is possible that the most internal, concentric layers of density inside VLPs 10a and 1g are 
highly ordered RNP, we favor the interpretation that they are nested capsids, because they 
have the same width, shape, and density (contrast) as the other capsids. Furthermore, 
consistent with measurements made by others,4,27 we find that only about one-third of the 
available CA molecules assemble into capsids, which again precludes concerted 
condensation models (Table 1). Finally, we note that “simple condensation” would require 
the unreasonable proposition that pentagonal defects, which presumably are distributed 
throughout a spherical immature Gag lattice, could “migrate” through the hexagonal lattice 
to cause cone formation.
The mechanism of de novo capsid assembly is an important question, and two general 
models can be envisioned: (1) spontaneous, concentration-driven assembly pathways in 
which the shape of the viral capsid is ultimately determined by local inter-CA interactions; 
or (2) a template-driven mechanism in which other viral components nucleate assembly of 
the viral capsid. Our data indicate that both local inter-CA and templating interactions likely 
play important roles in HIV capsid assembly. Spontaneous assembly must be possible, 
because pure recombinant CA proteins can assemble into conical capsids in the absence of 
any other viral proteins,15 and because we observed the formation of nested capsids within 
VLPs (see Figure 3(a)–(c)). On the other hand, it is likely that the viral matrix and/or RNP 
layers play a role in helping to nucleate capsid assembly in vivo, because a simple 
concentration-driven model would not explain the observation that up to five total capsids 
can form in a single VLP (i.e. capsids can form even after the majority of free CA molecules 
have been incorporated into other capsids; see VLP 1g).4 Further support for a templated 
assembly mechanism is provided by our observations that there are defined spatial 
dispositions between the viral capsid and the adjacent matrix and RNP layers, and by the 
conserved structural features seen in different viral capsids. The latter two points are 
considered in greater detail below.
Evidence for specific interactions between the capsid and the adjacent envelope/matrix and 
RNP layers is provided by the fact that these different layers exhibit similar spacing in 
multiple VLP structures. The peak-to-peak distance between the matrix and the capsid was 
uniformly 11 nm along the base and the tip of the capsid (Figure 5), and this same spacing 
was sometimes observed along the side of the capsid (e.g. see Figure 2, VLP 1k, central 
image). This spacing is not an artefact of denoising, since the reconstructions used to 
calculate the average VLP (which document the consistency of the spacing) were not 
denoised, nor is it an artifact of defocus, because while defocus blurs edges, it does not 
change the separation between density peaks. At present, we cannot explain definitively why 
the matrix and capsid layers are spaced so consistently at either end of the capsid, though 
there must be, of course, some physical interaction that promotes this spacing. It is 
interesting to note that this distance matches very well the analogous spacing seen in 
immature virions (Wilk et al.,28 see Figure 2(b), measuring from the center of the lipid 
envelope/matrix layer to the middle of the presumed capsid peaks), and it may therefore be a 
remnant of that structure that is preserved during maturation. It is unlikely, however, that 
covalent MA–CA linkages are maintained in the mature virion, as Gag processing appears to 
proceed to completion and mature viral cores can be isolated away from the matrix/envelope 
layer.29–31 We did not observe any consistent “20 nm thin structural link,” previously termed 
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the core-envelope linkage or CEL structure,5 between the cap of the viral core and the 
matrix layer. Similarly, we did not see regular “lateral bodies1” along the sides of the viral 
capsid, but instead typically saw scattered and only occasionally aggregated densities 
between the matrix and capsid layers. We suggest that these previous observations could 
have been artefacts of fixation and staining. Finally, we did not observe either an “irregular 
slit” or “cavities or holes...distributed primarily in the wide end” of the capsid structure, as 
reported.5
Others have observed a preponderance of density within the base (as opposed to the tip) of 
the core,3 and it is therefore likely that most of the RNP components reside in the wide end 
of the capsid. Consistent with these observations, we observed a third layer of density in the 
averaged VLP structures, which appeared just inside the capsid base (Figure 5(e), yellow 
arrow). We interpret this density as part of the RNP complex, and speculate that it might 
have served as a template to guide formation of the bases into their consistent shape and 
size. Interestingly, genetic studies also support the idea that the internal capsid surface may 
make functionally important interactions with the RNP complex and its associated enzymes. 
For example, subtle mutations in the internal MHR motif of Rous sarcoma virus (RSV) CA 
apparently do not compromise overall capsid assembly, but nevertheless prevent reverse 
transcription in the newly infected target cell.32 Similarly, point mutations that alter the 
stability of the HIV-1 capsid reduce the efficiency of DNA synthesis.33 Thus, it appears that 
the retroviral capsid performs an important functional role in helping to organize the viral 
RNP particle for successful uncoating and reverse transcription in a new host cell.
Several observations revealed that a special capsid shape is heavily favored in vivo. Firstly, 
while purified CA protein can form sheets, rods, and various cones in different ratios, 
depending on environmental conditions,15 much less variety was seen here in vivo, where 
the majority of capsids form cones of the 5,7 penton distribution type. If capsid assembly 
were not a directed process, then the hexagonal capsid net would self-assemble into lattices 
with pentameric disclinations at random positions. It has been shown, however, that the vast 
majority of such hypothetical self-assembling surfaces would not close, and it is clear that 
the vast majority of those that did would be roughly spherical.34 The number of cones that 
would emerge would be small, and those with a 5,7 penton distribution would be a special 
class among them. The frequency of finding a 5,7 cone with a particular size and shape in its 
base would be, we believe (though without specific calculation), essentially negligible. 
Nevertheless, the majority class of actual VLPs observed here does in fact share just such an 
improbable capsid structure, which argues strongly for the presence of local and/or 
templating interactions that promote this preferred capsid shape in vivo.
In this initial tomographic study we used imaging conditions chosen to highlight the gross 
structural features of HIV-1. Higher-resolution structures should be achievable in the near 
future through several improvements: the use of smaller defocus values, which enhance 
high-resolution features at the expense of low-resolution contrast; CTF-correction across the 
focal gradients present in the images;35 optimization of the process of merging dual-axis tilt 
series of frozen-hydrated samples;36,37 thinning of the ice and reduction of sucrose and other 
high-density, contrast-matching molecules in the buffer; and ultimately, detection of the 
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underlying periodicity of the protein layers and subsequent “unit cell” averaging until atomic 
models can be reliably docked.
Materials and Methods
Preparation of VLP
HIV-1 VLPs were made non-infectious by inactivation of the essential Env, RT, and RNase 
H proteins. An HIV-1NL4–3 R9 proviral vector38 with a frameshift mutation in the env gene 
that blocked Env protein production was obtained as a gift from Dr Christopher Aiken 
(Vanderbilt University). Although Env deletion alone blocks viral infectivity, two additional 
mutations were added that independently block viral replication. First, the viral RT was 
inactivated with a D185A (RTD185A) mutation. D185 is an RT active-site residue that forms 
part of the catalytic triad. The mutation has been reported to block viral replication,39,40 and 
this was confirmed in our laboratory (data not shown). Second, the RNase H protein was 
inactivated with an H539A mutation (RNaseHH539A), which also blocks replication (our 
data, not shown).41 DNA sequencing confirmed the presence of all three inactivating 
mutations in the ΔEnv/RTD185A/RNaseHH539A R9 construct.
VLPs were produced by transfecting the ΔEnv/RTD185A/RNaseHH539A R9 proviral DNA 
construct into 293T cells. Lipofectomine (Invitrogen) transfections followed the 
manufacturer’s instructions (10cm×10cm plates; 10 μg of R9 DNA/plate), and VLP-
containing supernatants (8 ml) were harvested 24 hours and 48 hours post-transfection. VLP 
particles were concentrated by ultracentrifugation (30,000 rpm for 1.5 hours in a Beckman 
Ti50.2 rotor, at 4 °C) through 20% (w/v) sucrose cushions (17.5 ml of culture samples 
overlaid on 8 ml cushions) in STE buffer (10 mM Tris (pH 7.4), 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM 
EDTA). Concentrated viral stocks were resuspended (250 μl in STE buffer), overlaid on 10 
ml sucrose gradients (20%–60%, w/v), centrifuged (34,000 rpm for 16 hours in a Beckman 
SW-41 rotor), and harvested in 1 ml fractions. Viral fractions were assayed by SDS-PAGE, 
and the major bands made visible by staining with Coomassie brilliant blue were confirmed 
to be the viral MA, CA, and NC proteins by Western blotting. Four 1 ml VLP-containing 
fractions were combined, diluted with 2 ml of STE buffer, and VLPs were pelleted by 
ultracentrifugation (55,000 rpm for one hour in a tabletop ultracentrifuge). The concentrated 
pellets were then resuspended in ~100 μl of STE buffer for EM analyses.
Cryoelectron tomography
Purified HIV-1 VLPs were flash-frozen onto glow-discharged Quantifoil grids in liquid 
ethane using a Vitrobot. Gold fiducial markers (10 nm) were both dried onto the grids and 
mixed into the virus solutions before freezing. Frozen-hydrated grids were loaded into the 
new flip-flop tilt rotation holder, introduced into a 300 kV, FEG G2 Polara FEI TEM, and 
kept frozen by thermal contact with liquid nitrogen. Image tilt series were collected from 
approximately −60° to +60° with a 3° tilt step automatically using the predictive UCSF 
tomography package,42 and then the grid was rotated ~90° and a second tilt series was 
collected with the same tilt increment through approximately the same tilt range. All images 
were energy-filtered with an energy slit-width of 20 eV, recorded with a defocus of ~16 μm, 
with CCD pixels representing 0.67 nm on the specimen.
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Image processing
Images were binned 2-fold, and then dual-axis tomographic reconstruction was performed 
using the IMOD package.21 Briefly, each single-axis tilt series was aligned independently 
and used to calculate a three-dimensional reconstruction in real space by standard methods. 
The second reconstruction was divided into cubes and aligned piecewise to the first by cross-
correlation, and was then re-interpolated to compensate for potential distortions between the 
two tilt series. The first reconstruction and the adjusted second reconstruction were Fourier-
transformed and merged in reciprocal space by simple averaging in the voxels for which 
structure factors were available from both tilt series. From the completed tomograms, 
individual VLPs were selected manually and denoised by 30 rounds of non-linear 
anisotropic diffusion.22 Capsids were selected and segmented semi-automatically along with 
their corresponding lipid envelopes using the Amira software package (Mercury Computer 
Systems, Inc.). Custom Amira modules were written to measure the capsid cone angle as a 
function of rotation about the cone axis and to align VLPs by either the tip or base of the 
capsid cone. The Figures were produced with Amira.
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Figure 1. 
Primary data and processing steps. Top: purified HIV-1 virus-like particles were frozen in 
thin films across EM grids. Series of images were recorded of many such fields of frozen 
particles as the sample was tilted incrementally about one axis and then a second, orthogonal 
axis. One experimental image from one tilt series is shown. The roughly spherical objects 
are mostly HIV-1 VLPs (including those labeled 1B, 1C, 1E, 1G, 1K, and 1M), but some 
apparently empty liposomes are present in the sample (Empty) as well as other irregular 
forms (Irregular). The small black dots are 10 nm gold fiducials used to align the tilt series 
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for reconstruction, and the large arc appearing across the upper right corner is the edge of a 
circular hole in a supporting carbon film. Middle: Three-dimensional reconstructions of the 
fields of VLPs were calculated from the various series of tilted images. A single section 1.34 
nm thick through the middle of the reconstruction corresponding to the image above is 
shown. Because this is a single section, some objects that are seen in the projection image 
above (for instance many of the gold beads) do not appear. Bottom: Individual VLPs were 
selected from the reconstruction and denoised, and then the boundaries of the lipid bilayer 
and capsid were semi-automatically delineated (segmented). Three examples (1E, 1C, and 
1K) are shown. In each pair, the left image shows a single section through the middle of an 
extracted, denoised VLP. The right image shows three-dimensional renditions of our 
interpretation of the capsids in red, shown in place within the denoised section, with the area 
enclosed by the lipid bilayer in blue.
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Figure 2. 
Montage of all segmented HIV-1 VLPs. A total of 26 VLPs were segmented and aligned 
along their principal axes. Three views are shown for each VLP, presenting from left to right 
axial, sagittal, and coronal perspectives, respectively. Three-dimensional renditions of the 
capsid surfaces are shown in red for cones, orange for rods, and yellow for all others, placed 
within a denoised two-dimensional section through the middle of the VLP, with the area 
enclosed by the lipid bilayer in blue. Because each VLP was extracted as a cube from a 
larger three-dimensional reconstruction and then aligned to the others, the boundaries of the 
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images appear as randomly oriented, clipped squares. Each capsid is identified by a number 
and a letter, where the number signifies which field of particles it came from. Capsids 3gR 
and 3gC are part of the same, double-capsid VLP. The edges of the boxes containing each 
VLP image here and in all other Figures represent 160 nm.
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Figure 3. 
Nested capsids. Two VLPs, (a)–(c) 10a and (d)–(f) 1g, presented nested capsids. (a) and (d) 
show sagittal sections, (b) and (e) show coronal sections, and (c) and (f) show three-
dimensional renditions as in Figure 2, except that the outer capsid surface has been made 
transparent to reveal the inner capsid, and in the case of VLP 1g ((f)), the surfaces of all five 
capsids present are rendered.
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Figure 4. 
Cone angle variation in 3D. The cone angle (in degrees) for the 16 conical capsids is plotted 
as a function of rotation around the cone axis from 0–180°. The methodology is depicted in 
the inset. For each measurement, straight lines (blue in inset) were fit to the edges of the 
cone between the base and the tip. These lines defined the cone angle as the cone was 
rotated around its long axis. The resulting values were plotted by assigning the rotation 
position corresponding to the maximum cone angle as 0°. The unique VLP identifiers are 
shown in the legend. The three black curves are the corresponding cone angles for three 
different theoretical fullerene cones modeled to mimic HIV-1 capsids, as described.11,23
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Figure 5. 
Conserved patterns of density in VLPs. The 16 VLPs with conical capsids were aligned 
using (a), (b), (e) and (f) the bases or (c), (d), (g) and (h) the tips. The top panels show (a) 
and (c) sagittal and (b) and (d) coronal sections through the capsids and lipid bilayer 
surfaces, with the same color code for each VLP as in Figure 4. The bottom panels show 
again (e) and (g) sagittal and (f) and (h) coronal sections through the corresponding three-
dimensional average VLP. In (e), the magenta arrow points towards the edge of the average 
bilayer/matrix layer, the green arrow points towards the edge of the average capsid, and the 
yellow arrow points towards the presumed average internal RNP density. In (g) and (h), the 
yellow arrows point to the missing average cap density. Notable features include the 
surprisingly uniform, asymmetric capsid base ((b)); the uniform cone angles (particularly (b) 
and (d)); the uniform distance between the capsid base and the bilayer/matrix layer ((a) and 
(b)); the preponderance of internal density within the base as opposed to the tip of the 
average capsids ((e)–(h)); the conserved internal density lining the inside of the average 
capsid base ((e) in particular); and the lack of clear density in the cap of the average capsid 
tip ((g) and (h)). The very dark density in the upper right corner of (f) outside the VLP is an 
artefact due to gold fiducials in one of the reconstructions.
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